
Managing & Connecting Fresno Tier-3 Cluster to US-ATLAS facility as 鄭 TLASConnect 

ATLAS Connect  is  a  set  of  computing  services  designed  to  augment  existing  tools  and 
resources  used  by  the  US  ATLAS  physics  community,  focusing  on  batch-like  analysis 
processing familiar  to  Tier3 users.  CSUFresno has the fully functional  standalone Tier-3  
which was used for the research work by our group which includes postdocs and students 
who went to CERN.
There was a proposal from US-ATLAS Computing personnels to connect various Tier-2's and 
Tier-3's together via condor batch system and provide much needed computing support to 
the  US-ATLAS user's.   CSU Fresno is  the  first  Tier-3 which  participated in  this  effort  of 
designing and connecting its computing infrastructure to US-ATLAS and remain a test-bed 
which is now successfully done and improvements are going on. Now, many other institutes 
after seeing the success are joining and making this as North America wide efforts.
I  spend  few  months  working  with  IT  department  of  CSUFresno  whom we got  excellent 
support and made it possible the first Tier-3 to be connected to 鄭 TLASCONNECT I being an 
active physics analysis as well as ATLAS distributive computing support (DAST) member is 
given responsibility to test the system with physics examples. I am continuing testing and we 
are improving this newly computing infrastructure. I presented the status of the Fresno efforts 
and success in USATLAS Workshop on Computing at Arizona [1]

CSUFresno started operation with 9 computing Nodes/Servers corresponds to 18 CPU's & 
148TB of  disk,  which was funded by MRI grant of  NSF. Additionally,  We received strong 
support from University in terms of hardware infrastructure and adding 15 Computing Nodes 
corresponding to 30 CPU's  & 63TB of disk which makes our cluster bigger and powerful and 
can be utilized by US-ATLAS community for their physics analysis. 
The process of increasing the computing capacity has been going on and would most likely 
be completed by the end of summer. I am consistently testing the system and monitoring its  
performance.  Figure  1:  shows  pool  summary  of  the  jobs  running  on  sites  which  are 
connected to 鄭 tlasConnect
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Figure2:  Historically Grid usage in all pools of the jobs running on 鄭 tlasconnect”

Efforts has been going on to improve the infrastructure and job management. Moreover, developing the 
setup scripts which help ATLAS users to submit the jobs efficiently with data management. 

[1]CSUFresno  in  AtlasConnectat  US  ATLAS  Distribution  Computing  Wotkshop  at 
University of Arizona on Dec 12, 2013


